BAB V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the research that has been conducted on children two years of age, it can be concluded that type of speech patterns acquired by three Karonese girls aged two years are one word utterance, two word utterances and multi word utterances. Although they have reach aged two but they still use one word utterance which has various meaning. They also use two word utterances but still have limited productivity. When they start to use multi word utterances, they are able to follow grammatical correct structure of the sentences, learn how to mark membership in different communities in society ask more questions and what is effective in persuading someone to do something.

Factors that affecting acquisition of speech pattern by three Karonese girls are society, cognitive and linguistic. Current vocabulary influences new learning. Toddlers usually decide that a new word refers to the object for which they do not already have a label. Children get new word from their parents. When their parents utter the new word they try to imitate it and it will be stored in the memory of the vocabulary of children.

B. SUGGESTIONS

In relation to the conclusion, suggestions are presented as the following:

1. This study is just a simple complicated research and the result might be different if conducted to other subjects indifferent area. It is suggested to another researcher to find another subject to find another type of speech pattern.
2. The writer hopes this research can give an advantage for the student to urge them to study more deeply about language acquisition especially about types of speech pattern.